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•What is culture?

Culture is made up of the __________, ________________, 
______________ and _________________ of an organization.

Another way of defining culture is an 
___________________________set of rules.

As new people begin to infiltrate the culture, 
_______________________ begins to develop. 



1. Culture supports external ___________.

Why Culture Matters

2. A positive culture provides a 
foundation for assurance and ______and 
restores ________ in our work.
3. Culture reflects the ____________ of the 
organization
“Basic philosophy, spirit and drive of an organization have far more to do with its 
relative achievements than do technological or economic resources, organizational 
structure, innovation and timing.”                                                             Marvin Bower



A. The most powerful work issues, 
especially in reference to service, are about 
_____________which are about issues of 
the __________

B. Spiritual means
1.) The animating or life-giving 
____________ within a human being.

2.) Our _________________ in our work.



Our Self Esteem provides our sense 
of…

• _______ we are

• our basic __________

A. Our sense of self is re-enforced or 
challenged through culture.

It lies at the very core of our personal 
_____________, and

paints the ____________ for our day-to-
day experiences 



_________

Power

_______

Power

_____
Power



• The ability to ______

Personal Power 

______% of our natural thoughts 
are negative.

Three steps to building  personal power:
Stay __________
Be ___________
Overcome ________



We show respect to others by:
• Acknowledging them
• Listening to them before we express our opinion
• Being open to and implementing their ideas
• Keeping confidences
• Accepting them as they are
• Being ourselves with them
• Extending trust to them 
• Treating them with courtesy, politeness, and kindness
• Never insulting them, name calling, disparaging or  putting them 

down 
• Not nit-picking, constantly criticizing, belittling, or judging 
• Treating people the same no matter their race, religion, gender, 

weight, age, appearance, sexual orientation or country of origin. 

A good work culture depends on mutual respect



1. W. Edwards Deming theorized that 
_____% of the success or failure of an
organization, team, department or
group rests on its systems, machines,
work processes and procedures – all
created by managers and leaders.

“The first responsibility of a leader is to define reality. The last is to say, ‘Thank 
you.’ In between, the leader is a servant.”

Max dePree



Culture

__________ __________

_________ __________



Three questions employees ask of 
their leaders…

A. Can I _________ you?
B. Are you __________ to doing 

your best?
C. Do you _______ about me 

and my well being?



Paradigm
• Leadership is about who to be 

… not what to do.

• Our _____________
• Our _____________
• Our _____________

____________ or way of viewing 
things
They are our core beliefs and they 
drive culture



Here are some other paradigms that probably got in the way: 

• “Radio has no future.” Lord Kelvin, President, Royal Society

• “Everything that can be invented has been invented.”
Charles H. Duel, Director U.S. Patent Office, 1899

• “Sensible and reasonable women do not want to vote.”
Grover Cleveland, 1905

• “There is no likelihood that man can ever tap the power of the atom.”
Robert Milikan, Physics Nobel Laureate 1923

• “Who wants to hear actors talk?” Harry Warner, Warner Brothers

• “I think there’s a world market for about five computers.”
T.J. Watson, Chairman, IBM

• “There is no reason for any individual to have a computer in their home.”
Ken Olsen, President, DEC



Old Paradigm          New Paradigm
1      2      3      4      5     6     7     8    9   10

Control                        Empowerment
Problems                     Causes
Strategy                       Vision
Policies                         Values
Manager                       Leader
Cost                               Investment
Top down                      System-wide

For better: _______________________________________________________________________
_________________________________________________________________________________
_________________________________________________________________________________
_________________________________________________________________________________
_________________________________________________________________________________
For worse: _______________________________________________________________________
_________________________________________________________________________________
_________________________________________________________________________________
_________________________________________________________________________________
_________________________________________________________________________________

How does the culture change – for better or worse - based on the old and new paradigm?



Culture and Leadership
• One of the key roles of leadership is to build and 

nurture ________________________. 

• This is necessary because intimacy is the bedrock of 
________________________. 

• _________________ is the bedrock of great leadership.

Leaders need to effectively communicate their
___________________
___________________
___________________
___________________



A. Communication is an exchange of meaning 
that leads to _____________________.

B. To achieve understanding, your messages 
must be communicated with __________________.

C. Congruence: _________ or ________ in your… 
words, tone and body language.

They all need to say the same thing. 



Mehrabian’s Theory
Face to face…
• ___% of our meaning is 

communicated through words
• ___% of our meaning is communicated 

through tone

• ___% of our meaning is communicated 
through body language or physiology



Mehrabian’s Theory suggests that:

On the phone…
•words = ___%
•tone = ____%
•body     
language = ___%



Giving Positive Feedback to Motivate
• Make certain ___________ feedback is 

never given at the same time as 
_________ feedback.

• For positive feedback to be effective, it 
must be:

• S___________
• T___________
• G___________



Giving Constructive Feedback
1. Give a ___________ reason for the feedback.
2. Tell the person what _________ saw or heard.
3. Tell them how it made you _______. 

(The above should not take more than 60 seconds.)

4. Listen to their _____ of the story.
5. Offer _______________ as to how to handle it 

in the future.
6. _______ your support and commitment to the 

relationship.



Creating a culture of trust: 
Rate yourself from 1 to 5

• Listen openly and without judgment______
• Extend the benefit of the doubt_____
• Follow through on agreements_____
• Sincerely congratulate successes_____
• Build bridges, not walls_____
• Help people grow as people as well as accomplishing 

tasks_____
• Demonstrate personal integrity_____
• Work with patience_____
• Live with wisdom______
• Exhibit common sense_____



Score:
10 to 19 = Don’t ever accept a leadership position
20 to 29 = If you are in a position of leadership, get 

help and work hard to build your skills
30 to 39 = You need to hone your leadership abilities 

and develop your interpersonal skills but 
there is hope

40 to 50 = Step up to the plate to lead every chance 
you can (And think about running for 
political office)



Traits of Inspirational Leaders
Inspirational leaders…

1. Think _____________.
2. Have the ability to look at mistakes or 

failures as _______________________.
3. Aren’t afraid to do the _________.
4. Value both ________ and ___________.
5. Know they don’t ________ it all.
6. Exhibit their _________ and _________

for all living things.
“The key questions of today’s leaders and managers are

no longer issues of task and structure but are questions of spirit.”
Jack Hawley
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